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Abstract—Quantitative radiobiological models can be used to assess the optimum clinical outcome from sophisticated therapeutic modalities by calculating tumor control probability (TCP) and normal tissue complication probability (NTCP). In this study two 3D-CRT and an IMRT treatment plans were developed with an initial prescription dose of 60 Gy in 2 Gy/fraction to prostate. Sensitivity of TCP and Complication free tumor control probability (P+) to the different values of \( \alpha/\beta \) ratio was investigated for various prescription doses planned to be delivered in either a fixed number of fractions (I) or in a fixed dose per fraction (II) in each of the three different treatment plans. High dose/fraction and high \( \alpha/\beta \) value result in comparatively smaller P+ and IMRT plans resulted in the highest P+, mainly due to the decrease in NTCP. If \( \alpha/\beta \) is lower than expected, better tumor control can be achieved by increasing dose/fraction but decreasing the number of fractions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the report from the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), global cancer rates will increase 50% by the year 2020. More than 25% people in modern industrial countries are ‘destined’ to get cancer [1]. To reduce the suffering and death due to cancer is now one of the biggest challenges ever. Continuous research and technical developments give us hope and confidence about winning the battle against cancer. Radiotherapy has been a major weapon in this battle for a long time. About 60% of cancer patients receive radiotherapy as part of their disease management [2]. Three Dimensional Conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) and Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) are being used successfully for both the palliative and curative treatments of cancer.

Prostate cancer is potentially curable if detected and treated in its early stage. There are several treatment options available for prostate cancer [3]. These treatment options vary according to the stage of the cancer and other medical conditions. Radiotherapy and surgery are the two main options used to eliminate the primary tumor [4]. Radiation therapy uses high-energy beam of radiations to kill cancer cells. At primary stage of the prostate cancer radiation is effectively used to eliminate the cancer cells. But if the cancer is in more advanced stage, radiation is primarily used to reduce the size of the tumor by partially killing the tumor cells and thus provide palliative treatment. For treatment purposes two types of radiation therapy are mainly used, (i) external beam radiation therapy and (ii) internal radiation - brachytherapy. In recent years external beam radiation therapies are being widely used for the treatment of prostate cancer. Modern development of engineering and computer technologies has opened the door of opportunities to use conformal three dimensional external radiotherapy including intensity modulated radiotherapy to treat prostate cancer [5]-[9].

The main goal of curative radiation therapy is to deliver a dose of radiation high enough to kill tumor cells at a sufficiently high probability level to control the tumor while at the same time minimizing the radiation dose to the surrounding normal tissues. Thus the normal tissue damage can be kept at a minimum level. This core aim of radiating tissues of a particular tumor gives the idea of ‘conformal’ radiation therapy. From this concept of irradiation technique, 3D-CRT can be defined as the process of designing external radiation beams which are able to exclusively irradiate tumor sites sparing normal tissue cells [10], [11].

It is not easy to reach the ‘goal’ in external beam radiotherapy as radiation beams often traverse the normal tissues adjacent to the target tumor. Thus the normal tissue complications arise. As a result the tumor control becomes difficult. The major problems in obtaining the maximum therapeutic advantage from conventional radiotherapy are due to the uncertainties of tumor volume, lack of knowledge about the structure of the normal tissues and the limitations of dose delivery systems. The usual approach to compensate this limitations is to use a large safely margin around the tumor volume to reduce the normal tissue complications. By this way, the normal tissue complications can be kept lower, but effective tumor controls cannot be obtained. So, better localizations are necessary for the tumor volumes to conform the dose [10].

Thus, 3D-CRT treatments are basically depends on three-dimensional anatomic information. The dose distributions in 3D-CRT conform as closely as possible to the target volume. Maximum possible dose are given to the tumor volume and the minimum possible dose to normal tissue. Clinical objectives such as maximizing tumor control probability (TCP) and minimizing normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) are also included in conformal dose distribution concept. Thus, the 3D-CRT technique includes both the physical and the biological observables [12].

IMRT is one of the most advanced radiotherapy processes in which radiation doses can be delivered highly precisely to malignant tumors of any physical shape. It is a great technical system combined with linear accelerators, sophisticated
medical imaging devices and computer guided analytical software. Due to its very high conforming capacity, very rapidly IMRT is becoming the major radiation delivery process in radiation centers worldwide [13], [14].

The main aim of IMRT is to deliver the highest possible dose of radiation to the target volume and at the same time to deliver the lowest possible dose of radiation to the surrounding normal tissues. In IMRT, a number of radiation beams are delivered to the target from a number of different directions. The beams are optimized to meet the aim of highest tumor control and normal tissue sparing. The treatment planning programs divide each radiation beam into a large number of small beams. Then the optimum setting of their radiation weights are determined. In the optimization process, the intensities of the beams are adjusted according to the dose distribution criteria for the treatment plan. This intensity adjustment are done using the inverse planning system [12]

A number of computer systems and technical methods have been devised to calculate optimum intensity profiles [11], [15]-[23]. The patient input data, i.e., three dimensional image data, image registration, segmentation etc. are required for IMRT planning. For each target the plan criteria use maximum dose, minimum dose, and dose-volume histograms. For critical structures the program requires the desired limiting dose and a dose-volume histogram.

Optimization of intensity profiles in IMRT is based on inverse planning. Although several computer programs are available and continuous updating are going on, the methods can be categorized into two major streams - analytic method and iterative method. Analytic methods use the reverse method of computed tomography (CT) reconstruction algorithm where two dimensional images are constructed from one dimensional intensity functions. The desired dose distribution is inverted by using a back projection algorithm. Thus analytic methods involve complex mathematical techniques. On the other hand in iterative methods optimizations are achieved in a different way. In iterative methods beams are iteratively adjusted to minimize the value of a cost function. The optimization process are kept going until the desired goals are met.

Radiobiology is concerned with the response of both tumors and normal tissues to irradiation. When radiation applied - both the tumor cells and normal cells are affected. But tumor cells do not have the same repair mechanism as normal cells have. By altering total dose of radiation and/or the fractionation of the scheduling, the tumor control and the normal cell sparing can be achieved [24]. Radiobiology is becoming a very important deciding factor in radiotherapy planning.

In this study a comparison between different treatment plans in radiotherapy using radiobiological models are presented. 3D-CRT and IMRT treatment plans are developed for a prostate cancer patient. Then the plans are evaluated and the radiobiological responses TCP and NTCP for the different plans are compared.

II. METHODS

In this study, a radiobiological model has been used to compare 3D-CRT and IMRT treatment plans for a prostate cancer patient. Two 3D-CRT treatment plans (one with 4 fields, another with 5 fields) and an IMRT treatment plan were developed for a case of prostate cancer. Pinnacle3 Planning (Pinnacle v7.6c, Philips Medical Systems, USA) systems were used to plan and evaluate the radiobiological probabilities. The detail methods are given in the following subsections.

A. Radiobiological Model

Radiobiological models describe the dependence of tumor and normal tissue responses on the irradiated volume and dose-time-fractionation schedule. There are mathematical models for estimating TCP, NTCP, and complications free tumor control probability (P+) [11], [25]-[28].

1. Linear Quadratic Model

The linear-quadratic (LQ) model is widely used in radiotherapy in many different forms [29]. The basis of the LQ model is that a cell is inactivated only when both strands of a DNA molecule of both arms of a chromosome are damaged. This can be produced either during the passage across the cell of a single ionizing particle or by independent interactions by two separate ionizing particles.

Single-particle events can be represented by Poisson statistics. If \( \alpha \) is the average probability per unit dose of D that a single-particle event will occur, the mean number of hits/cell is \( \alpha D \). So, the probability of no events is given by [30],

\[
S = \exp(-\alpha D) \tag{1}
\]

For the two separate ionizing particle events of the LQ model, the mean probability of one particle causing a lesion is linearly proportional to dose, as also is the mean probability that a second particle will have such an interaction. Therefore the mean probability of both events occurring is \( \beta D^2 \), where, \( \beta \) is the mean probability per unit square of the dose that such complementary events will occur. So, the probability that no such two-particle events will occur is given by:

\[
S = \exp(-\beta D^2) \tag{2}
\]

The overall LQ equation for cell survival is therefore:

\[
S(D) = \exp(-\alpha D - \beta D^2) \tag{3}
\]

\( S(D) \) is the fraction of cells surviving a dose \( D \), \( \alpha \) is a constant describing the initial slope of the cell survival curve, and \( \beta \) is a smaller constant describing the quadratic component of cell killing. The ratio \( \alpha/\beta \) gives the dose at which the linear and quadratic components of cell killing are equal.

2. LQ Model for Biologically Effective Doses

Taking log of both sides of the overall LQ equation for cell survival
\[
\log S(D) = -\alpha D - \beta D^2
\]
\[
\Rightarrow -\log(S) = \alpha D + \beta D^2
\]
\[
\Rightarrow E = \alpha D + \beta D^2
\]

where, \(E = -\log(S)\), an effect. For \(n\) fractions of dose with a fraction size \(D\),
\[
E = n(\alpha D + \beta D^2) = n(\alpha + \beta D)
\]

If total dose = \(D_T\), \(nD = D_T\). Then,
\[
E = D_T(\alpha + \beta D)
\]
\[
\Rightarrow E = D_T(1 + \frac{D}{\alpha})
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \alpha = D_T(1 + \frac{D}{\alpha})
\]

\[
\frac{\alpha}{\beta} = D_T \Rightarrow \frac{\alpha}{\beta} = D
\]

The parameter \(\alpha/\beta\) represents the characteristics of a cell survival curve. The higher value of \(\alpha/\beta\) ratio indicates the straighter the curve, meaning higher irreparable damage on the other hand smaller value of \(\alpha/\beta\) indicates little irreparable damage. The great advantage of using this parameter in radiobiological models is that tumor cells tend to have higher \(\alpha/\beta\) value than that of normal cells. That means tumor cells are less repairable after irradiation while normal cells can repair their damages due to radiation hit if they get enough time. Here come the fractionations. Between each fraction of radiation dose - normal tissues can be repaired. This is a very important mechanism for sparing the normal tissues while irradiating the tumor volumes.

4. Quantitative Radiobiological Model for Plan Evaluation

Advanced treatment optimization is possible using quantitative radiobiological dose response models [34]. Radiobiological models can quantify the radiobiological responses of heterogeneous tumors and organized normal tissues to non-uniform radiation dose delivery as accurately as possible. These responses are very important to optimize the treatment outcome and to find the right balance between the cure and complications. With effective radiobiological models it is possible to plan the intensity-modulated dose delivery to maximize the complication-free cure and at the same time minimize the risk of including severe normal tissue side effects.

In order to compare different treatment plans and different trials within the plan, radiobiological models are very useful. The predictive power of the models is assessed through analysis of complications of control data before they can be considered reliable for clinical treatment planning. Radiotherapy treatment plan evaluation relies on an implicit estimation of the TCP and NTCP arising from a given dose distribution. A potential application of radiobiological modeling to radiotherapy is the ranking of treatment plans via a more explicit determination of TCP and NTCP values.

5. TCP Calculations

TCP is the probability that the tumor is completely eradicated. Radiation therapy plan represents a volumetric and temporal distribution of radiation dose. The TCP value for a given tumor volume is calculated using:
\[
P_T = e^{-exp((\gamma - 1)\alpha' D + \beta' D^2) / \alpha}
\]

where \(P_T\) is the probability to achieve tumor control for voxel \(i\) for tumor \(j\), \(\gamma\) is the normalized slope of the dose response curve, \(d_i\) is the dose fraction at the voxel \(i\), \(n\) is the number of fractions, \(\alpha/\beta\) is the survival curve shape parameter. \(\alpha/\beta\) is approximately 3 Gy for normal tissues and 10 Gy for most of the tumors. However, for a prostate tumor there is speculation that the value is much smaller as discussed in the following section. \(\alpha\) is generated using the following equation:
\[
\alpha' = \gamma - (\ln 2) \frac{D_{50}}{nD}
\]

\[
\beta' = \frac{e^{\gamma - (\ln 2)} - D_{50}}{(d + (\alpha/\beta) D_{50})}
\]

where \(D_{50}\) is the dose level to achieve a 50% probability of tumor control, \(d\) is approximately 2 Gy per fraction. The composite value for all TCP responses is calculated using:
\[
P_T = \prod_j P_T^j
\]

where \(P_T^j\) is the overall probability for benefit of the treatment by destroying all \(j\) tumors.

6. NTCP Calculations

The NTCP value for a given organ is calculated using:
\[
P_T = \left(1 - \prod_{i \in \text{organ}}[1 - (P_T^j)^{1/V_i}]^{1/V_i}\right)^{1/V_i}
\]

where, \(P_T^j\) is the probability of causing normal tissue complication for organ \(j\), \(s'\) is the relative seriality of the organ \(j\), \(P_T^j\) is calculated using (8), \(V_i\) is the index set for the voxels covered by organ \(j\), \(\Delta V_i\) is the relative volume calculated using:
The composite value for all NTCP responses is calculated using:

\[ P_i = P_s - P_t \]

(15)

where, \( P_s \) and \( P_t \) are the composite values for all TCP and NTCP given by (11) and (14) respectively.

8. Kallman SH-Model

Kallman et al. [36] described the dose-volume response of tumors and normal tissues in terms of ‘parallelity’ and ‘seriality’ introducing a new parameter ‘relative seriality’, \( s \), of the infrastructure of the organ. The radiobiological models involving parameter ‘s’ are known as Kallman SH-Model. The parameter is used in (12) for calculating NTCPs. The equations for the calculations of TCP, NTCP and \( P^+ \) are all within Kallman SH-Model which is used in Pinnacle Planning Systems.

B. 3D-CRT Planning

3D-CRT is a complex process. At first individual 3D digital data sets of tumors and normal adjacent organs are created. These data sets are then used to generate 3D computer images and to develop complex plans to deliver highly conformed radiation while sparing normal adjacent tissues. Because higher doses of radiation can be delivered to cancer cells while significantly reducing the amount of radiation received by surrounding healthy tissues, the technique should increase the rate of tumor control while decreasing side effects.

The treatment planning of 3D-CRT requires the availability of 3D anatomic information and a treatment planning system that allows optimization of dose distribution in accordance with the clinical objectives. In the case that considered here, the anatomic information is obtained in the form of closely spaced transverse images – CT scans. The visible tumor, critical structures and other relevant landmarks are outlined slice-by-slice.

1. Tumor Volume Determination

The most important component of the 3D-CRT process is to identify the exact position of the tumor and the exact volume of the area that to be treated [10]. The prostate and the surrounding organs at risk are outlined according to the CTV. To ensure that all tissues included in the CTV receive the prescribed dose, one has to plan to irradiate a geometrically larger volume than the CTV which leads to the concept of the Planning Target Volume (PTV). A number of factors are considered while determining the PTV, such as; movements of the tissues which contain the CTV (e.g., with respiration), as well as movements of the patient, variations in size and shape of the tissues that contain the CTV (e.g., different fillings of the bladder), variations in beam geometry characteristics (e.g., beam sizes, beam directions).

According to ICRU Report 50 [37], the PTV is a geometrical concept, and it is defined to select appropriate beam sizes and beam arrangements, taking into consideration the net effect of all the possible geometrical variations, in order to ensure that the prescribed dose is actually absorbed in the CTV.

2. Organs at Risk (OAR)

Organs at risk are normal tissues whose radiation sensitivity may influence treatment planning and/or prescribed dose [37]. According to ICRU Report 62 [38], margins should be applied to organs at risk (OAR) resulting in the so-called planning organ at risk volume (PRV). So far, very few papers have discussed the use of the PRV and it appears that the concept is not much used in clinical practice [39]-[41]. Here, PTV is determined with the OAR volumes determined. The prostate is bounded superiorly by the bladder and posteriorly by the rectum. These organs are at risk during the radiation application process. Right and left femur heads may also influence the treatment planning and prescribed dose. The volumes of these organs are determined and shown in Fig. 1.

3. Beam Determination

The next step involves the use of the 3D treatment-planning software to design fields and beam arrangements. The 3D Treatment Planning System, Pinnacle v7.6c (Philips Medical Systems) has been used for the whole planning and plan evaluation process. Beam directions are chosen and the beam aperture boundaries are defined according to 3D based target and anatomic information. The beam’s eye view (BEV) projection [42] is the most prominent mechanism for interactively determining beam directions and defining beam apertures [10], [12]. In 3D-CRT planning two different sets of

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) Reports 50 and 62 [37], [38].

The ICRU has defined several regions related to the tumor. The Gross Tumor Volume (GTV) is the gross palpable or visible/demonstrable extent and location of malignant growth [37]. Clinical experience indicates that around the GTV there are generally individual malignant cells, small cell clusters, or micro-extensions, which cannot be detected by the staging procedures. The volume surrounding the macroscopic tumor has usually a high tumor cell density close to the edge of the GTV with decreasing density towards the periphery of this volume. The GTV together with the surrounding volume of local subclinical involvement is defined as the Clinical Target Volume (CTV).

To ensure that all tissues included in the CTV receive the prescribed dose, one has to plan to irradiate a geometrically larger volume than the CTV which leads to the concept of the Planning Target Volume (PTV). A number of factors are considered while determining the PTV, such as; movements of the tissues which contain the CTV (e.g., with respiration), as well as movements of the patient, variations in size and shape of the tissues that contain the CTV (e.g., different fillings of the bladder), variations in beam geometry characteristics (e.g., beam sizes, beam directions).

According to ICRU Report 50 [37], the PTV is a geometrical concept, and it is defined to select appropriate beam sizes and beam arrangements, taking into consideration the net effect of all the possible geometrical variations, in order to ensure that the prescribed dose is actually absorbed in the CTV.

\[
\Delta v_i = \frac{v_i}{\sum_{j \in I} v_j} \quad (13)
\]

The composite value for all NTCP responses is calculated using:

\[
P_i = 1 - \prod_{j \in I} (1 - P'_j) \quad (14)
\]

where \( P_i \) is the overall probability of injury to normal tissue.

7. Complication Free Tumor Control Probability \((P^+)\)

The complication free tumor control probability \((P^+)\) i.e., composite response value \([35]\) is generated from the combined NTCP and TCP response values. The \( P^+ \) value is calculated using:

\[
P^+ = P_s - P_t \quad (15)
\]

\( P_s \) and \( P_t \) are the composite values for all TCP and NTCP respectively.
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beam settings are designed. 4 photon beams are used in one plan and in other plan 5 photon beams are used. The main intention of using 4 beams and 5 beams in 3D-CRT is to investigate the differences due to number of beams and the beam angles. In fact, basic difference between the two plans in 3D-CRT is the number of beams and beam angles.

Fig. 1 The gross tumor volume (GTV: prostate), planning target volume (PTV) and the organs at risk (OAR) of patient with prostate cancer

Fig. 2 Isodose curves, treatment beams, and the regions of interests of a prostate 3D-CRT 4 Fields treatment plan in three image sections, transverse (top panel), sagittal (bottom left panel), and coronal (bottom right panel) planes

4. Prescription Dose for 3D-CRT 4 Fields Plan

In the 3D-CRT 4 Fields plan a range of doses from 60 Gy to 70 Gy are used in different trials. A total of 15 trials are considered with different doses and fraction numbers and sizes. In the first 10 trials the prescription doses are planned in 30 fractions and the dose per fraction increased. In trials 11 to 15, the dose per fraction were kept constant at 2 Gy and the number of fractions increased therefore increasing the total dose. Dose distributions along with the four treatment beams on the regions of interests are shown in Fig. 2.

5. Prescription Dose for 3D-CRT 5 Fields Plan

In 3D-CRT 5 Fields plan, the same prescription doses were used as in 3D-CRT 4 fields plan for the same number of trials. Five photon beams were designed to deliver the prescription dose. The target and OAR volumes are also the same as 3D-CRT 4 fields plan shown in Fig. 1.

The treatment beams are shown along with the regions of interests in Fig. 3. The upper panel shows the transverse plane, the bottom left panel shows the sagittal plane, and the bottom right panel shows the coronal plane. Superimposing dose distributions on transverse, sagittal, and coronal planes are displayed and dose distributions along with the five treatment beams on the regions of interests are also shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 As for Fig. 2, but for 3D-CRT 5 fields plan

C. IMRT Planning

IMRT is an advanced three dimensional conformal treatment process. Non-uniform beam intensity patterns are used in IMRT with computer aided optimization program to achieve superior dose distribution. IMRT is capable of manipulating individual ray intensities within each beam and thus has greater control of dose distributions. IMRT is able to produce much higher conformity of dose distributions than those achievable with conventional 3D-CRT by using uniform beam intensities. The radiation dose is designed to conform to the 3D shape of the tumor by modulating or controlling the intensity of the radiation beam. Then the beam is focused to deliver a higher radiation dose to the tumor while minimizing radiation exposure to surrounding normal tissues. Treatment is carefully planned by using 3D computed tomography (CT) images of the patient. Computerized dose calculations are used to determine the dose intensity pattern that will best conform to the tumor shape. Typically, combinations of several intensity-modulated fields coming from different beam directions produce a customized radiation dose that maximizes tumor dose while also minimizes dose to the adjacent normal tissues [12], [13], [43]-[46].
In this project, the Philips Pinnacle v7.6c planning software has been used. Pinnacle is one of the four most popular IMRT planning systems in use by radiation oncology departments [47].

1. Tumor Volume Determination for IMRT

After the radiation oncologists determine the treatment targets (CTVs), a supplemental margin is added to allow the uncertainties related to the movement of the tumor volume from treatment to treatment and for potential intra-fraction organ motion. This margin establishes the PTVs [48], [49]. ICRU Report 62 [38] proposed the concept of planning organ-at-risk volume, which is a margin around the organ at risk to account for uncertainties in determining the position of the organ during actual treatments.

The target volume and the treatment planning volumes including the volumes for organ-at-risk determined in the IMRT plan that has been used here in this project are the same prostate and other organ volumes as used in 3D-CRT plans as shown in Fig. 1.

2. Beam Configuration for IMRT

Beam configuration is usually required before performing the in-field beam intensity optimization in linac based fixed-beam delivery system. Beam angle selection may have a considerable impact on the quality of the final optimized IMRT plans. But beam angle optimization might not be very important when a large number of beams are used. Here 5 photon beams are used for the IMRT plans. The beam angles in IMRT and 5 fields 3D-CRT are different. The plans were created without having the beam angles fixed. It might have impacts in the comparative studies between the 3D-CRT and IMRT plans. But IMRT has high degree conformity, so beam orientation should not be a major dominating factor.

![Fig. 4 As for Fig. 3, but for IMRT plans](image)

3. Prescription Dose for IMRT

In IMRT 5 Fields plan, the same prescription doses are used for the 15 different trials as used in 3D-CRT 4 and 5 field plans. The planned fraction size and fraction numbers are also the same as 3D-CRT plans. The regions of interest, treatment beams and the isodose curves are shown in Fig. 4.

4. Biological Response Calculations

Radiotherapy planning software Philips Pinnacle v7.6c has been used to calculate the biological responses in this study. The responses are evaluated using the Kallman S-model [36], [50]. The mathematical formula used to calculate TCP, NTCP and P+ are given in (11), (14) and (15) respectively.

5. Sensitivity of the Radiobiological Evaluation to $\alpha/\beta$ Parameter

The ratio $\alpha/\beta$ is an inverse measure of a tissue’s sensitivity to fractionation, that is, the size of dose given in each treatment [51]. There are many different opinions about the value of $\alpha/\beta$ for prostate tumor. According to many studies, it has been suggested that $\alpha/\beta$ values lie between as low as 1 to as high as 5 [14], [24], [52]-[64]. But as a rule of thumb, radiobiological plan evaluation software, like Pinnacle, use a typical value of $\alpha/\beta = 3$ for normal tissues and $\alpha/\beta = 10$ for tumors. The typical range in values corresponds respectively to late responding tissue for low $\alpha/\beta$ values, which has a high repair capacity, through to acute responding tissue for high $\alpha/\beta$ values which has a low repair capacity. The relative failure of small radiation doses per fraction in controlling prostate cancer might be due to hypoxia [65]. To investigate the impacts of $\alpha/\beta$ ratio, TCPs are calculated for a range of values for the ratio. Here, TCPs are calculated for different prescription doses in 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields, and IMRT plans using $\alpha/\beta = 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5,$ and 10.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The radiobiological results obtained for the different trials in three different plans are given in the following sections. For each plan, dose distribution statistics, dose volume histograms are given. Then calculated radiobiological responses, TCPs, NTCPs, and P+ for three different plans are compared.

A. TCP for Fixed Number of Dose Fractions

Tumor control probabilities calculated in three different treatment plans for different values of $\alpha/\beta$ are plotted against different prescription doses ranging from 60 Gy to 70 Gy planned in 30 fractions in Figs. 5 and 6.

Lines with diamond signs represent TCPs obtained from 3D-CRT 4 fields plan, while lines with square and triangle signs represent those obtained from 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans respectively. All of the prescription doses are planned in 30 fractions. That means the fraction size increases as the total dose increases.

TCPs obtained from IMRT plans are superior to those obtained from 3D-CRT 4 fields and 3D-CRT 5 fields for all prescription doses up to 68 Gy. Above 65 Gy, all three plans give almost same TCP. From dose range 63 to 65 Gy, the two 3D-CRT plans give almost same TCPs. At the prescription dose ranged 60 Gy to 63 Gy, IMRT plans give the highest TCP, while 3D-CRT 4 fields plans show the lowest TCPs.
among the three plans considered, although the difference is within 2%. It is evident for all three plans that the TCP increases while the prescription dose is increased. At a prescription dose of 60 Gy, the TCP is about 86.5% for 3D-CRT 4 fields plan, while those from 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans are 87% and 88.5% respectively. But for a prescription dose of 70 Gy, TCPs from 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans are increased to more than 99%.

Since the differences in TCPs obtained in three plans are very small, we have to look at the corresponding NTCP for these plans to find out which plan is more acceptable for normal tissue sparing.

Fig. 5 TCP as a function of prescription dose planned in 30 fractions in 3D-CRT 4 field (diamond), 3D-CRT 5 field (square), and IMRT (triangle) plans for \( \alpha/\beta = 1, 1.5, 2, \) and 2.5 Gy. Lines between the data points are as visual guide only.

Fig. 6 As for Fig. 5, but for \( \alpha/\beta = 1, 1.5, 2, \) and 2.5 Gy.

**B. TCPs for Fixed Size of Dose Fractions**

Tumor control probabilities calculated in three different treatment plans for different values of \( \alpha/\beta \) are plotted against different prescription doses ranging from 60 Gy to 70 Gy planned in 2 Gy per fraction in Figs. 7 and 8. The total dose is increased by increasing the number of 2 Gy/fraction.

Lines with diamond signs represent TCPs obtained from 3D-CRT 4 fields plan, while lines with square and triangle signs represent those obtained from 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans respectively. Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for \( \alpha/\beta = 1, 1.5, 2, \) and 2.5 Gy. Fig. 8 shows those obtained for \( \alpha/\beta = 3, 4, 5, \) and 10 Gy.

TCPs obtained from IMRT plans are superior to those obtained from 3D-CRT 4 fields and 3D-CRT 5 fields for all prescription doses up to 70 Gy. Above 66 Gy, all three plans give almost same tumor control probabilities. From dose range 60 to 68 Gy, the two 3D-CRT plans give almost same TCPs. At the prescription dose ranged 60 Gy to 64 Gy, IMRT plans give the highest TCP, while 3D-CRT 4 fields plans show the lowest TCPs among the three plans considered, although the difference is within less than 2%. It is evident for all three plans that the TCP increases while the prescription dose is increased. At a prescription dose of 60 Gy, the TCP is about 86.5% for 3D-CRT 4 fields plan, while those from 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans are 87% and 89% respectively. But for a prescription dose of 70 Gy, TCPs from 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans are increased to more than 98%. It is noticeable that at a prescription dose of 70 Gy, TCPs are more than 99 % for all the three plans when fraction size is 2.33 Gy (30 fractions), but TCPs are slightly smaller
(98%) when fraction size is 2 Gy. The impacts of fraction size on TCPs are discussed in the following section.

C. Impacts of Fraction Size on TCP

As we have seen TCPs obtained from two different categories of fractionation are slightly different. In Fig. 9, TCPs are presented as a function of prescription dose planned (I) in 30 fractions and (II) in 2 Gy per fraction for $\alpha/\beta = 1, 1.5, 2,$ and $2.5$ in three treatment plans, while those for $\alpha/\beta = 3, 4, 5,$ and $10,$ are presented in Fig. 10. Solid lines show TCPs obtained when prescription doses are planned in 30 fractions. Dotted lines show TCPs when the prescription doses are planned in 2 Gy per fraction. Different marks on the lines indicate different treatment plans. Diamonds represent 3D-CRT 4 fields plan, while squares and triangles represent 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans respectively.

![Fig. 9 TCP as a function of prescription dose planned (I) in 30 fractions (solid line) and (II) in 2 Gy per fraction (dotted line) in 3D-CRT 4 field (diamond), 3D-CRT 5 field (square), and IMRT (triangle) plans for $\alpha/\beta = 1, 1.5, 2,$ and $2.5$ Gy. Lines between the data points are used as visual guide only.](image1)

In all cases, TCPs obtained for the fixed fraction size are smaller by about 1% than those for increased fraction sizes. Despite the difference due to fraction sizes, in all trials and plans, IMRT gives the highest TCPs. The difference due to fraction size increased at prescription dose ranged between 62 and 66 Gy. This difference gradually decreases when the prescription dose increases as TCPs tend to 100%. TCPs are not very sensitive to $\alpha/\beta$ values when fraction size is fixed, but quite noticeable when fraction size changes. If $\alpha/\beta$ is in fact low, then changing the fraction size has an effect on the calculated TCP. If $\alpha/\beta$ is high then total dose is the important parameter, not dose/fraction.

D. Normal Tissue Complication Probability (NTCP)

The performance of the treatment plans are evaluated by looking at their corresponding NTCPs. A lower NTCP means a higher probability of normal tissue sparing. As we have seen in the previous sections that at a certain prescription dose level all the three plans result in nearly equal TCPs. So NTCPs play a deciding role for the complications free tumor control probability.

Calculated NTCPs for different treatment plans are compared with each other in this section. NTCPs are plotted as a function of prescription dose. To investigate the effects of fraction size, prescription doses are planned to be escalated by either increasing the number of fractions for a fixed dose/fraction, or increasing dose/fraction for a fixed number of fractions. NTCPs are compared for both the categories.

![Fig. 11 NTCPs for rectum, bladder, right and left femur heads, and composite NTCP as a function of prescription dose in 3D-CRT 4 field (diamond), 3D-CRT 5 field (squares) and IMRT (triangle) plans when the doses are planned in 30 fractions. Lines between the data points are to guide the eye only.](image2)

In all cases, TCPs obtained for the fixed fraction size are smaller by about 1% than those for increased fraction sizes. Despite the difference due to fraction sizes, in all trials and plans, IMRT gives the highest TCPs. The difference due to fraction size increased at prescription dose ranged between 62 and 66 Gy. This difference gradually decreases when the prescription dose increases as TCPs tend to 100%. TCPs are not very sensitive to $\alpha/\beta$ values when fraction size is fixed, but quite noticeable when fraction size changes. If $\alpha/\beta$ is in fact low, then changing the fraction size has an effect on the calculated TCP. If $\alpha/\beta$ is high then total dose is the important parameter, not dose/fraction.

1. NTCP for Fixed Number of Dose Fractions

In Fig. 11, NTCP for rectum, bladder, right and left femur heads, and composite NTCP are plotted as a function of prescription dose in 3D-CRT 4 field (diamonds), 3D-CRT 5 field (squares) and IMRT (triangle) plans when the doses are planned in 30 fractions. Lines between the data points are to guide the eye only.
plans. Diamonds, squares and triangles indicate 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields, and IMRT plans respectively.

The rectum absorbs large amounts of radiation which cause tissue complications. Modern treatment plans are designed to address this issue. NTCPs for rectum obtained from the three treatment plans are presented in the top left panel of Fig. 11. 3D-CRT 4 fields plan results in the highest NTCP, while IMRT plans give the lowest NTCP for all of the prescription doses. Normal tissue complications increased with prescription dose. At 60 Gy, NTCP for all the three plans are within the range of 2 to 3%, but increased to 20 to 26% for the prescription dose of 70 Gy. At 70 Gy, 3D-CRT 4 fields plan introduce tissue complications by 26%, while IMRTs NTCP is about 20%. IMRT performs better than the other two 3D-CRT plans on the basis of limiting the tissue complications in rectum.

NTCPs for bladder are given in the top right panel of Fig. 11. From the figure, we see NTCP for bladder is zero for the total dose of up to a level of 63 Gy. Complications start as the dose increased up to 63 Gy. Again, IMRT gives the lowest NTCPs while 3D-CRT 4 fields plan gives the highest NTCP. At 70 Gy, NTCP for 3D-CRT 4 fields plan is about 2.2%, for 3D-CRT 5 fields that is 1.5% while it is only 1% for IMRT.

NTCPs for right and left femur heads are given in the middle left and middle right panels of Fig. 11 respectively. 3D-CRT 4 fields and IMRT plans do not cause any complications to the femur heads at any level of prescription dose up to 70 Gy. But 3D-CRT 5 fields cause normal tissue complications to the femur heads. At 70 Gy, NTCP for 3D-CRT 5 fields plan is about 1.5%. Beam alignment in 3D-CRT 5 fields plan might be a reason for the exposure of femur heads.

The composite NTCP for the four organs at risk considered are plotted in the bottom panel of Fig. 11. The major contribution comes from the rectum as its seriality is 1.5, very high compared to 0.18 for bladder. IMRT causes lowest NTCPs for the prescription dose ranged 60 to 70 Gy planned in 30 fractions, while 3D-CRT 4 fields plans give the highest. For prescribed dose 70 Gy, NTCP for 3D-CRT 4 fields is about 27%, while it is 20% for IMRT.

2. NTCPs for Fixed Size of Dose Fractions

In Fig. 12, NTCP for rectum, bladder, right and left femur heads, and composite NTCP are plotted as a function of prescription dose planned in 2 Gy per fraction in 3D-CRT 4 fields (diamonds), 3D-CRT 5 fields (squares) and IMRT (triangle) plans. Symbols on the solid lines indicate different treatment plans. Diamonds, squares and triangles indicate 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields, and IMRT plans respectively.

NTCPs for rectum are plotted against the prescription dose planned in 2 Gy/fraction are plotted in the top left panel of Fig. 12. NTCPs for IMRT are the lowest and those for 3D-CRT 4 fields are the highest. NTCPs increase with prescription dose. The differences among NTCPs for different plans at lower prescription dose are small compared to those at higher prescription doses. At 60 Gy, the range of NTCPs is 2 to 3%, while at 70 Gy, the range is 11 to 16%. At 70 Gy, NTCPs for 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT plans are about 16%, 13% and 11% respectively.

NTCPs for bladder are plotted in the top left panel of Fig. 12. Again, IMRT plans give the minimum NTCPs, and 3D-CRT 4 fields plan causes the highest probability of tissue complications. Up to 64 Gy, NTCPs for all the three plans are zero, then complications start for 3D-CRT plans. The probability range is very small, 0.1% to 0.5%. At 70 Gy, NTCP for IMRT = 0.2% while those are 0.3% and 0.5% for 3D-CRT 5 fields and 3D-CRT 4 fields plans respectively.

NTCPs for femur heads are plotted in the middle panels of Fig. 12. It shows that only 3D-CRT 5 fields plans cause the complications in femur heads, which is about 0.5% for right femur head and 0.6 % for left femur head at a prescription dose of 70 Gy.

Fig. 12 As for Fig. 11, but for when the doses are planned in 2 Gy/fraction

The composite NTCPs for the organs at risk are given in the bottom panel of Fig. 12. It shows that NTCPs for IMRT are the minimum and those for 3D-CRT 4 fields are the maximum. At 70 Gy, NTCP for IMRT is about 11%, while it is 16% for 3D-CRT 4 fields. It is noticeable that NTCPs at 70 Gy planned in 2 Gy/fraction, is smaller than those when 70 Gy planned in 30 fractions.

3. Effects of Fraction Size on NTCP

NTCP calculated for three different treatment plans at different prescription doses planned in two categories: fixed number of fractions and fixed size of fractions. These two kinds of NTCPs are compared in Fig. 13 for investigating the effects of fraction sizes on NTCP. The solid lines represent NTCPs calculated for the prescription dose planned in 30 fractions, and dotted lines represent NTCPs calculated for the prescription dose planned in 2 Gy per fraction. The diamond, square, and triangle symbols on the lines indicate the
treatment plans 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields, and IMRT respectively.

NTCPs for rectum are plotted in the top left panel of Fig. 13. It is clearly shown that NTCPs are higher when the dose are planned in 30 fractions than those when the dose are planned in 2 Gy/fraction. In fixed number of fractions, the fraction size increases with dose. In that case, when prescription dose is 60 Gy, fraction size is 2 Gy. But when prescription dose is 70 Gy, fraction size becomes 2.33 Gy. A high fraction of dose might be good for tumor control, but it causes the normal tissue complications as at that fraction of dose the cell repairing mechanism might be affected. So, if the high dose is recommended, high fraction size is not. IMRT plans show the minimum NTCPs in both fraction categories. In 2 Gy/fraction categories, NTCP for IMRT is 10%, while it is 20% for the 30 fractions category at a prescription dose of 70 Gy.

Fig. 13 NTCPs for rectum, bladder, femur heads, and composite NTCPs as a function of prescription dose planned in 30 fractions (solid line) and in 2 Gy per fraction (dotted line) in 3DHCRT 4 fields (diamond), 3DHCRT 5 fields (square), and IMRT (triangle) plans. Lines between the data points are for visual guidance only.

NTCPs for bladder calculated in both fraction categories are plotted in the top right panel of Fig. 13. Again, for all three treatment plans, 2 Gy/fraction categories of fractionations produce lower NTCPs than NTCPs when dose are planned in 30 fractions. IMRT plans give the lowest NTCPs while 3D-CRT 4 fields plans give the highest. For IMRT, NTCP is about 0.1% when prescription dose 70 Gy planned in 2 Gy/fraction, but this value is 10 times higher (1%) when the prescription dose is planned in 30 fractions, i.e., in 2.33 Gy/fraction.

NTCPs for right and left femur heads are plotted in middle left and middle right panels of Fig. 13. Only 3D-CRT 5 fields plans causes the complications in femur tissues for the prescription dose range 62 to 70 Gy. Again, the complications become more than double when the fraction size is increased. At 70 Gy, NTCP for 3D-CRT 5 fields is 0.7% when the dose is planned in 2 Gy/fraction, but 1.6% when dose is planned in 2.33 Gy/fraction.

The bottom panel of Fig. 13 shows the composite NTCPs for the three treatment plans and for the dose planned in two categories. Since composite NTCPs are the sum of NTCPs for the individual organs at risk. Higher fraction size causes larger normal tissue complications. IMRT plans cause the minimum tissue complication probabilities.

**E. Complication Free Tumor Control Probability (P+)**
P+ are plotted in Figs. 14 and 15 as a function of prescription dose planned in 30 fractions for different values of \( \alpha/\beta \). The solid lines with symbols of diamonds, squares, and triangles represent P+ obtained for the treatment plans 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields, and IMRT respectively. From all panels of the Figs. 14 and 15, it is evident that IMRT plans show the highest P+, which means IMRT is more efficient than the other two 3D-CRT plans.

Fig. 14 P+ as a function of prescription dose planned in 30 fractions in different treatment plans for \( \alpha/\beta = 1, 1.5, 2, \) and 2.5 Gy. Lines interpolate between data points as a visual guide only.

Fig. 15 As for Fig. 14, but for \( \alpha/\beta = 3, 4, 5, \) and 10 Gy.
P+ initially increased in all three plans with the increase of prescription dose up to 63 Gy, then decreased with the increase of prescription dose. For all the α/β values, P+ changes with the prescription dose at almost same rate for all the three plans. That means the α/β values do not much affect P+. The highest P+ is obtained for IMRT at a prescription dose of 63 Gy in the category of dose delivery in 30 fractions. For higher energies, as the fraction size increased, the composite NTCPs also increased. As a result P+ decreased. The P+ for IMRT treatment plan is 3% higher than 3D HCRT plans at low prescription dose and 6% higher than those at high doses. Undoubtedly the IMRT plan is giving the highest probability of complications free tumor control probability in this case.

2. Dose Planned in 2 GY per Fraction

Figs. 16 and 17 show P+ for 3D-CRT 4 fields, 3D-CRT 5 fields and IMRT treatment plans for the prescription dose ranged 60 Gy and 70 Gy planned in 2 Gy per fraction plotted against the prescription dose.

![Fig. 16](image1)

![Fig. 17](image2)

The P+ for IMRT treatment plan is 3% higher than 3D HCRT plans at low prescription dose and 6% higher than those at high doses. The optimum values for P+ obtained for different values of α/β are at the prescription dose of 66 Gy. For higher doses, TCP increased, but NTCPs also increased resulting with overall low P+ at high prescription doses.

3. Effects of Fraction Size on P+

Fraction sizes have noticeable effects on P+. Since high fraction size increases NTCP, it lowers the P+. The results for two different types of fraction sizes used for the same prescription doses are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. The P+ for different plans is plotted against the prescription dose. Solid lines represent the P+ obtained when the dose are planned in 30 fractions, while the dotted lines show those when dose are planned in 2 Gy per fraction. At lower energies, the fraction size difference is very small, so the differences of P+ also small at that dose range. But for high dose, fraction size difference is large, 0.33 Gy for the case of 70 Gy, which cause a large NTCP. As a result P+ becomes small. Again IMRT shows the highest P+ for all cases.

![Fig. 18](image3)

![Fig. 19](image4)
IV. Conclusion

This study shows that the use of appropriate radiobiological models for treatment plan evaluation can predict the clinical outcome of radiation treatments allowing an improvement of the planned therapy. It has been found in this study, that although the IMRT and 3D-CRT plans give almost the same TCPs, IMRT plans give the minimum NTCP. So considering overall radiobiological responses, it might be claimed that IMRT is more acceptable than the other 2 plans. But there are some limitations in this study. The beam configurations of the two plans which were prepared for 3D-CRT plans are different, so differences among the outcomes of those plans might be due to beam orientations. The beam configurations for 5fields IMRT and 5fields 3D-CRT are also different. So the superior outcome of the IMRT might not be clearly justified. It will be worthy to have a further investigation with the same beam orientations in different plans. When the dose is increased, both the TCP and NTCP increased gradually as expected. P+ are higher for the IMRT plans than for the 3D-CRT plans. It supports the hypothesis that accurately planned IMRT for prostate carcinoma reduces the complication rate among the organs at risks while increasing TCP compared to standardized 3D-CRT. TCPs are comparatively more sensitive to the α/β values for the plans where the fraction numbers are kept constant than for the plans where fraction sizes are unchanged.
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